Razer Audio Mixer appears.

Text appears: Razer Audio Mixer

The shot cuts to a more angled view of the mixer.

Various device icons appear around it, before all the icons are pulled together by the mixer.

Text appears: Combined audio control

Text appears: Digital audio mixer

Text appears: Quick, on-the-fly audio control

Cut to a top-down shot of the mixer, which shows off its 4 faders and 4 mute buttons.

Text appears: Via 4-channel interface and mute buttons

A graphic of the mixer’s 4 faders float into view.

As one of the faders moves down, the video’s music lowers in volume.

The fader moves back up and the video’s music returns to normal level.

Text appears: Plug and play for fuss-free setup.

Looking at the bottom side of the mixer, we see two 3.5mm ports and two icons representing a microphone and headset.

The icons float over and disappear over the ports, representing the devices plugging in.

The mixer swivels to its top side to show 5 ports.

5 icons appear one after another and float towards their respective ports to be plugged in, in the order of: XLR in, Line In/Out, Optical In, and Type C.

Text appears: Centralized audio control via Razer Synapse

Screengrabs appear of the software, highlighting its various features.


Text appears: Combined audio control.

Razer Audio Mixer appears amongst a streaming setup.

Text appears: Razer Audio Mixer.

Razer logo appears.